Class Delivery Method for the S Semester (S1/S2 Term) AY2024

To PEAK Junior Division Students,

In the S Semester (S1/S2 Term) AY 2024, Junior Division courses will be held face-to-face in principle. Most classes will be held online during the first week of S Semester/ S1 Term (April 5 to April 11) to avoid congestion in classrooms and on campus. Please prepare the electronic devices for online classes on your own.

Reference: Preparing for Online Classes at the University of Tokyo (for New Students)

◆ Exceptions:
- Courses such as “Sports and Fitness Exercise (April-entry students’ course for 2nd-year students)”, and “Exercise in Basics of Mathematical Science (April-entry students’ course for 1st-year NS students)” may be offered in person from the first week.
- For some April-entry students’ courses that continue to be offered online or on-demand after the first
week, the class formats are specified in each syllabus. Please be sure to check them on UTAS and UTOL (previously ITC-LMS).

<Class Hours>
Classes are 90-minute-long in principle, but some courses will be conducted 105-minute-long. Please check the "class time" field of each syllabus on UTAS. Even in the case of 90-minute classes, 15 minutes before or after class may be used to make up for the shortened class time.
The start or end time for classes are indicated on the academic calendar on the website as below.
https://www.c.u-tokyo.ac.jp/eng_site/zenki/AY2024AcademicCalendar_JR%20.pdf

<Other information>
Please keep informed via the Junior Division website of the Academic Affairs Division. Important notifications related to academic affairs are posted occasionally.

News from PEAK/GPEAK Section: https://www.c.u-tokyo.ac.jp/eng_site/zenki/news/kyoumu/

Web syllabus for the 2024S Semester will be available on UTAS around late March.  
The 2024S Semester PEAK Syllabus and Timetables will be distributed at the PEAK/GPEAK Section counter (Administration Bldg. 1F, Counter no.2) from Thursday March 28 onwards.